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DETAILS

Run Time

Rating

Genre
Comedy/Romance/Crime

111 minutes

Not Yet Rated

The 'Meet'
"Memento" meets "Nathan For You"

Cast
Sanjay Rao > Rob Talbert
Emily Trent > Hannah
Jeff Riberdy > Frank
Kristen Perry > Erin Rose
Chad Hamilton > Antonio
Raleigh Moore > Jack S.
John Waters > Muscular Man

BAD ROMANCE

Bad Romance is a comedic neo-noir about a socially awkward
lonely guy, Rob, who attempts to track down the man who
killed his wife – but not for revenge, just to make friends and
find love along the way.

KEY CREDITS

SYNOPSIS

SOCIALS

FEATURE FILM

Rob is the loneliest of loners. He is so desperate to find love that
he constructs an absurd (and quite cinematic) plot to meet and
impress women: that he is tracking a man by the name of Jack
S. who killed his wife to seek revenge, which – to him – is
obviously an insanely loyal and courageous thing to do. Hannah,
a seductive bartender who used to be married to a man named
Jack S., agrees to help Rob track him down – a perfect excuse
to get closer to (the now single) Hannah and to do everything
he can to become exactly who she wants in her ideal guy. But
little does Rob know that some of the people he meets along
the way have intentions that turn Rob’s reality upside down – or
is it right-side up?
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LOG LINE

WRITTEN & DIRECTED BY
Chad Hamilton

Crew
Director/Writer/Producer - Chad Hamilton
Cinematographer - Kyle Moore
Gaffer - Dan Leonard
Production Designer - Cassady Spruiell
Production Assistant - Tyler Holland
Sound Mixer - Timothy Banfield
Caterer/Food - Cristen Danielle
Composer - Aaron J. Morton
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